
Proposed Settlement Strategy for Morrison Project with Conway Construction.

This memorandum outlines the potential settlement stlategy options for the County regarding its
dispute with Conway Construction Company ("Conway") over the Morrison Bridge project (the

"Project").

I. Bacl<ground

Conway has submitted over 43 change order requests totaling about $1.94 million. In the opinion
of the County, Conway is not entitled to most of these requests. 'the majority of these claims are

related to the delays and additional expenses that resulted from Conway's failure to perform the
responsibilities of the contract. The containment failure revealed that Conway had revised their
design. The County then required that a new containment be used to complete the work, In
addition to this, other contract violations related to safety and work performance let the County
to consider possible termination of the contract. The delay from this pushed the work into the
wintel months. The opinion of the County is that the resulting expenses are the responsibility of
Conway.

This matter is currently at the first stage of dispute resolution. Conway has submitted its claim to
the Project engineer, who is in the process of responding to the claim, After the Project engineer
issues his decision, Conway's claim would be processed through two additional administrative
steps. Ifthe claim is still unresolved, then the dispute would likely be resolved in state court,

II. Settlcment Strategy Options

A. Early Settlcmcnt Option

Under this option, the County seeks a quick resolution to the dispute in an effort to avoid lurther
litigation costs and time loss by County personnel.

Under this apploach, the County would have to relinquish its current position that mar-ry of
Conway's claims are not compensable. The cost of an early settlement will be somewhet"e

between $1,2 million and $750,000,00, The County would also have to relinquish its $67,2C0,00
liquidated damages claim for Conway's late completion.

If the County wishes to pursue this option, one approach would be to base settlement ott the

findings of the third parly neutral ("TPN") hired to provide a non-binding opinion of Conway's
claims. In the opinion of the TPN, the County is responsible for about two thirds of the costs

that Conway claims. While County personnel do not agree with much of the TPN's opinion, the
TPN's opinion could form the basis of a negotiated settlement.

Based on the TPN's findings, the County has receiyed a tentative offer from Conway of $1"23
million. The claim items and amounts Conway proposed are listed below:

Work Containment System (WCS)
Work containrnent hard deck system
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Acceleration of work $ 19,987.58
Delay for WCS approval $ 36,985.00
Suspension ofwork $233,559.00
Full containment ruior to wolk $ 59,224,58
Winter work cost $112,768.00
Winter shutdown cost $159,383.00
Weatlrel tenting & protection $ 12,626.00
Additional bridge openings $ 3,565.00
I-Iighway tech delays S 4,270,00
Plepare for winter shutdown & startup $ 9,373.00
Interest $ 23.919,00

Total $1,230,625.01

The County has reviewed Conway's cost calculations and has found that many of the charges are
not justifiable. These include the following:

(1) Conway has miscalculated the equipment standby rate. Under the Project
specifications, the equipment standby rate should be 40% of the Rental Bluebook
ownership rate. The rate subrritted by Conway for equipment standby is $290 per
hour, The correct rate, based on the Bluebook rental rates and the Project
specifications, is $210 per hour, With Conway claiming a total of 526 hours of delay
time, this reduces Conway's claim by $42,080,

(2) For compensable delay periods, Conway is entitled 1o a 1"1%o markup for offrce
equipment and staff. However, in Conway claims office staffwages and office
equipment costs and added a 17% markup. This is double dipping.

(3) Conway claims the week of December 27,2011 to January 3,Zll2as both winter
work time and winter shutdown time, Either Conway was working during this time
and can argue payment for winter work, or Conway was shut down and can argue
payment for delay, but not both. Again, this is double dipping.

(4) The last week that Conway claims was a winter work week was the week of March
17,2012 to March 23,2012, During this week, Conway demobilized and was off the
job site, then returned on the 23rd to stripe the bridge. This week is not compensable
as delay time for standby equipment, as all equipment was removed from the job site.
No equipment had to be remobilized for the striping.

Adjusting Conway's claim based on these and other corrections, the amount that the County
could pay under a negotiated settlement would be as follows:

Conway County
Work Containment System
(wcs) $'19,159.37 $ 63,290.01
Work containment hard deck
system $475,805.48 $455,604,75
Accelelation of work $ 19,987.58 $ 19,987.58
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Delay for WCS approval $ 36,985,00 $ 18,023.08
Suspension of work $233,559.00 $ 82,141 ,97
Full containrnent priol to work $ 59,224,58 $ 20,822,86
Winter work cost $l 12,768.00 $ 14,504.02
Winter slrutdown cost $159,383.00 $ 47,659.79
Weather tenting & protection $ 12,626.00 $ 12,626,00
Additional bridge openings $3,565,00 $3,565.00
Highway tech delays $4,270,00 $4,270,00
Prepare for winter shutdown &
startup $9,373.00 $9.373.00
Interest $ 23.919.00 TBD

Total $1,230,625.01 $751868.06 + int.

B. Aggressive Defense Option

Under this approach, the county would aggressively defend against conway's claims and
aggressively assert its claim for liquidated damages for late completion of the wolk. Given
Conway's intractable negotiation approach, and the complexity of the issues involved in
Conway's claims, this option will require significant time and financial investment by the
County. In addition, litigation may require the County to hire one or more experts to aid in the
County's case, including a delay expefi and a construction cost expert, Legal and expert fees are
not l'ecoverable, although it is possible that some of these fees and costs are compensable as

Project costs. [Note: it would be best if we could confirm this belore submitting the
memorandum;].

County staff will have to devote significant time to aid in the litigation, drawing persomel away
from other duties (for example, several ofthe key County personnel are now actively working on
the Sellwood Bridge project).

It is possible that an aggressive defense approach may convince Conway to adopt a more
reasonable settlement postute, but it is also possible that nothing short of litigation will resolve
the dispute.

III. StaffRecommendation

Based on the Third Party Neutrals stated opinion County staffrecommends accepting the
settlement offer presented by Conway with the understanding that the numbers needed to be
adjusted based on actual expenses that can be charged to the County, We will present to Conway
our calculations for the above listed items. Conway will have the chance to review these numbers
and we can adjust or correct the numbers as necded to reach the conect amount due for these
change order items.
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